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Introduction

Although definitions of spirituality vary,
they have in common that they are
The purpose of this paper is to
concerned with the process of finding
contribute to our understanding of
meaning and purpose in our lives as well as
the meaning of work. The study is
living out one’s set of deeply held personal
concerned with eliciting work
beliefs (Neck and Milliman, 1994).
meanings of spiritually oriented
individuals with a view of
``Spirituality is the feeling individuals have
establishing whether there is a
about the fundamental meaning of who they
common agenda identifiable and
are, what they are doing, the contributions
whether spirituality influences
work behavior. It was found that in they are making’’ (Vaill, 1996, p. 218).
spite of their diversity, all research Contributing to our knowledge on the
participants desired to express
meaning of work is important as increasingly
spiritual life purposes of
scholars argue that the basic dilemmas of
``developing and becoming self’’,
managerial and work life ``revolve in one way
``unity with others’’, ``expressing
self’’ and ``serving others’’ in the
or another around the meaning of work’’
workplace. A second finding is
(Jackall, 1988, p. 194). Although it is
that they seek to balance these
extensively argued that there are potential
over time. Furthermore it was
benefits for individuals and organizations in
found that spirituality clearly
influences work behavior as
aligning spirituality and work, there is as yet
research participants make career little evidence that spirituality does actually
transitions if they cannot express
influence work behavior. Nor do we know
their spirituality. Lessons are
whether in the current diversity of spiritual
explored for contemporary
organizations interested in
beliefs there is a common agenda identifiable
retaining spiritually oriented
for organizations to respond to. The research
employees.
reported in this paper attempts to answer
both these questions and the paper explores
how organizations might respond to the
career needs of spiritually oriented people.
Battlista and Almond (1973), in ``The
development of meaning in life’’, suggest four
basic characteristics of meaningful living.
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they are committed to meaningful living. In
this paper I investigate the role of spiritual
belief. Within management literature a
distinction is usually made between religion
and spirituality: ``Religion is a personal or
institutionalized system grounded in a set of
beliefs, values and practices. In contrast
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being. Hence religious practice may moderate
one’s spirituality or religious practice may
itself be moderated by one’s spirituality’’
(Barnett et al., 2000, p. 574). In the past one
justification for not studying workplace
spirituality has been a concern with the
divisive role of religion. A question is
therefore not only whether spirituality
influences work behavior but whether,
regardless of the source of the diverse
spiritual belief systems of the research
participants, a common agenda is identifiable
for organizations to respond to.
Second, according to Battlista and Almond
(1973), this commitment to meaningful living
provides individuals with a framework from
which life events can be interpreted in some
coherent fashion, and from which a set of
specified purposes is derived. The study
presented in this paper is concerned with
eliciting these specific purposes in the
context of a person’s career.
Third, if individuals state that their lives
are meaningful they can see themselves as
having fulfilled or being in the process of
fulfilling these purposes. This study is
therefore not only concerned with espoused
meanings, but whether these influence
career decisions.
Finally the process of fulfilling purpose in
life confirms that life has existential
significance. The ability therefore to enact
purpose, in itself, makes life more
meaningful. I therefore discuss the findings
in the context of possible responses of
contemporary organizations to enhance the
ability of spiritually oriented people to enact
their purposes.

Individual or organizational
spirituality?
Initially I made a choice to analyse career
stories rather than organizational
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spirituality. In making this choice I
wondered whether organizations can or
ought to influence spirituality, or whether
this belonged in the private realm of
experience. However in analysing the stories
it became evident that individuals relate
their spirituality to their personal life
meanings as well as the organizational
context in which these are enacted. This
reflects a basic premise of career theory,
which holds that there is interplay between
psychological and sociological career
dynamics. Psychological career theory is
concerned with constellations of personal
beliefs, attitudes and attributes and based on
the assumption that individuals potentially
have a moderate degree of destiny or control
in their career (Hotchkiss and Borrow, 1990).
Sociological career theory emphasizes the
role of the environment. It is based on the
premise that reality is socially constructed
and therefore institutional influences such as
culture and structure shape personal career
experience and opportunities (Hotchkiss and
Borrow, 1990). Career stories reflect the dual
psychological and sociological influences on
career theory, highlighting a range of
relationships and interactions (Ornstein and
Isabella, 1993).
The career stories therefore not only
offered an opportunity to study personal
spiritual purpose but also to study the
organizational conditions under which
research participants did or did not feel able
to enact purpose.

Meaning of work
A variety of disciplines show that the
meaning of work goes beyond the utilitarian,
with many arguing that utilitarian meanings
of work only become important when other
work meanings cannot be experienced
(Roberson, 1990). Career literature has
addressed the concept of work as a calling,
and is primarily concerned with the meaning
of self-realization (Krau, 1997) and meaning
derived from the contribution one’s work is
making to the lives of others (Savickas, 1993).
Organizational behavior literature as well as
unemployment literature shows that
meaningfulness and work identity are closely
connected whereas research on gender and
diversity in the workplace is finding more
other-oriented work meanings, for example,
Ostendorf (1998) found that women derive a
profound sense of meaning from
relationships formed at work.
Each of these streams of literature has
something to contribute to our
understanding of meaningful work, although
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as yet there has been little integration of
these different themes and disciplines and
the distinction is not often made between
deeper life meanings or terminal values and
utilitarian work meanings, nor do we know
much about how these are prioritized in
relation to work. Furthermore, Fineman’s
(1983) description of the state of research into
work meanings still rings true: ``Work
meaning has become tightly circumscribed
by predetermined investigator constructs
and measures. We appear to have moved a
long way from the idiosyncrasies of
subjective meaning of work and the passions
of `being’ at work’’ (Fineman, 1983, p. 144). In
order to elicit subjective deeper or work
meanings I chose to do a collaborative
biographical study. Before presenting the
purposes derived from this study I review
two management disciplines that are more
explicit about deeper life meanings and have
emerged since the early 1980s: ``spirituality in
the workplace’’ and ``organizational culture’’.

Personal or organizational
meaning?
King and Nicoll (1999) in a review of
spirituality in the workplace literature in
management journals, found that most of it
refers to the spiritual journey as a process of
focusing within, in order to gain awareness
of self and express self. Anecdotal evidence
too shows the limited overt spiritual practice
in organizations also focuses primarily on
the individual. For example practices such as
meditation, courses on miracles, shamanic
journeying and yoga ``encourage participants
to define their personal purposes, mission
and values’’ (Cash and Gray, 2000, p. 127).
Where the role of the organization has been
contemplated it is usually done as a system of
relationships, without taking contextual
issues of downsizing, power and structure
into account (King and Nicoll, 1999), or as a
series of typologies of best practice models
(Mitroff and Denton, 1999). Yet ``few consider
the extent to which the organizational
environment fosters an individual’s spiritual
development’’ (King and Nicoll, 1999, p. 235)
and whether there are human resource
implications for organizations that do not.
At the same time, it is argued that
individuals who fully express their
spirituality do not only become personally
enriched but benefit the organizations
through, for example, increased creativity
and intuition (Neck and Milliman, 1994;
Biberman and Whittey, 1997); improved
ethical behavior (Maclagan, 1991); increased
empowerment (Lee, 1991); more and better
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leadership (Conger, 1994; Nevard, 1991);
stronger more cohesive vision and purpose
(Kahnweiler and Otte, 1997) and enhanced
team and community building (Hawley, 1993;
Henson, 1991). An underlying assumption
seems to be that in changing oneself, one can
change the world (starting with the
organization of which one is part).
Some place the responsibility with the
individual on the explicit assumption ``that
workplace spirituality would be best founded
on the principles of individuals `being’
spiritual, or acting according to a set of
values, rather than organizations `having’
spirituality, or possessing a system of
meaning’’ (Bell and Taylor, 2001, p. 11), to
safeguard authentic expression of
spirituality. However, an increasing number
of authors question whether, in most current
organizations, the individual is empowered
to the extent that his or her values or sense of
purpose influences that of the organization,
and argue that we need to recognize the
interplay between the individual and the
organization (Elmes and Smith, 2001). It is
also argued that employees’ current
experience of organizational conditions, such
as lack of trust and being treated as objects
expendable in the process of maximizing
profits causes the current search for greater
meaning in workplaces (Cash and Gray,
2000). It is extensively argued that many of
these negative experiences create a hunger
for deeper meaning of life, a need for finding
an anchor and a desire for greater
integration of the spiritual and work
identities (Thompson, 2000).
A concern with authentic expression of
deeper work meanings, raised in relation to
spirituality by Bell and Taylor (2001), is
explored more deeply in organizational
culture writing, which addresses
organizational meaning and its influence on
the individual. A premise of especially
earlier and more popular organizational
culture literature has been that a role of
organizations is to provide meaning in the
sense of providing some sort of existential
value. Ray (1986) in a critical evaluation of
this literature suggests that an underlying
premise is that ties to community and church
have weakened and people’s affiliatory needs
are not being met. These losses of ties have
led to a concomitant loss of meaning in
individuals’ lives. This idea is echoed in
current spirituality and work literature
(Conger, 1994). Ray (1986) points out that
deeper life meaning in relation to work has
traditionally been evoked in not-for-profit
organizations, such as churches, schools or
hospitals which have been driven by a
profound belief in, and desire to, improve the

human condition in one way or another. She
asks the question whether deeper life
meanings can and should be evoked in other
organizations or towards other purposes.
Several authors (Pauchant, 1995; Sievers,
1993; Willmott, 1993) strongly argue for the
importance of authentic expression of
personal life meanings in organizational
contexts. Willmott (1993) places the rise of
corporate culturalism in the context of the
rise of consumerism, materialism and
individualism. He suggests that these,
coupled with raised expectations about the
quality of working life, economic threat and a
growing moral vacuum, create fertile ground
for a brand of management theory that
presents a recipe for economic and moral
recovery by promising employees ``meaning
as well as money’’. He points out that while
``the promise of corporate culture is to relieve
feelings of frustration and depersonalization’’
it can only add to these feelings as it is
cultural control itself that creates these
feelings. Willmott (1993, p. 529) suggests that
individuals ultimately see through this and
start behaving in a self-alienating manner in
which they adhere to the basic rules of the
culture while distancing themselves from its
underlying values:
By defining autonomy as obedience to the
core values of corporate culture, the meaning
and imagined possibility of freedom is tightly
circumscribed.

Kofodimos (1993, p.75) expands on this by not
just placing the responsibility for control of
meaning and subsequent inauthentic living
with organizations but also adding that:
If we are striving toward an idealized image
of career success, our ambition dovetails
nicely with the organization’s interest in
bending us to its own ends.

She suggests that these idealized images are
agency oriented and leave little room for
other meaningful ways of living expressed
through community, intimacy and nurturing
in paid and non-paid roles.
In summary, while both spirituality and
work and organizational culture literature
hold that the desire for meaningfulness
significantly influences both individuals and
organizations, spirituality and work
literature primarily argues that the
individual is likely to benefit by expressing
spirituality in an organizational context,
whereas organizational culture literature
argues strongly this needs to be an authentic
expression rather than the organization
providing or controlling personal meaning.
However both disciplines argue that the
organization is likely to benefit and, at this
stage, neither provides significant insights
into what an organization needs to do or be in
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order for individuals to authentically express
their spirituality. The question becomes: if
we want to benefit from the expression of
spirituality, and we can only do so if it is
expressed in an authentic way, how can
contemporary organizations respond? This
question is particularly relevant in the new
career context. Weick (1996) suggests that
careers:
. . . because they are patterns in a world of
fragments . . . can influence the expectations
distal stakeholders use when they define what
constitutes work. A career system begins to
form when stakeholders take the logic which
was handed to them by the people who first
enacted it, and redirect it back at the enactors
in the form of expectations, requests,
meanings, and images that define what their
enactment meant (Weick, 1996, p. 41).
Such reversals of causation should not be
read as triumphs of the individual spirit in a
crass capitalistic world of coercive
organizations. Nor should they be read as
humanistic wishful thinking. They should be
read instead as straightforward extrapolations
of responses to uncertainty that locate an
important source of organizational design in
the attempts of interdependent actors to make
sense of recurring work transitions (Weick,
1996, p. 44).

While research needs to be done to confirm
this, there is increasing evidence that
employees make career choices that align
with their values by favoring socially
responsible businesses (Greening and
Turban, 2000; Schmidt and Freeman, 2000).
These authors write that it is particularly
important to pay attention to this
phenomenon as these are often the welleducated employees with vision and
leadership ability that the organization
wants to recruit and retain.
In order to address the questions of
whether there is evidence that spirituality
does actually influence work behavior and
whether a common agenda is identifiable for
organizations to respond to, a qualitative
research design was chosen. A discussion
follows on how contemporary organizations
might respond if they want to enable the
individual to authentically enact his or her
spirituality.

Research design
In order to address the interplay between
individuals and organizations, individual
work meanings or purposes that went
beyond the context of one particular
organizational meaning were studied by
looking at patterns across career paths and
decisions across a range of jobs and
organizations.
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Methodology
The method was a qualitative psychobiographical study, in which the research
participants were involved in analysing the
data and subsequent conceptualization.
Human inquiry (Reason, 1994) involves doing
research with, rather than on, people. The
research participants were involved in the
analysis of their own stories and the
developing of concepts, thus ensuring that
the interpretations of the data by the
researcher are accurate and that the
interpretations of the data surpass the
limited worldview of the researcher.

Process
The study was undertaken over three years
with the first interviews taking place in 1997
and the last interaction taking place in
November 1999. The process of documenting
career histories was designed to enable the
individual through the telling of his or her
career ``story’’ to reflect on his or her deeper
meanings and values in relation to career
(Lax, 1996). ``A life narrative brings to the
fore a frame through which purpose and
direction in a person’s life can be made
visible’’ (HydeÂn, 1995, p. 69) and ``shows the
unity and purpose of a human life’’
(MacIntyre, 1981, p. 219).

Participants
The sample was chosen to reflect a diversity
of cultures, jobs and religious/spiritual
beliefs (see Table I). The age group of 40-50
(average age 46) was chosen in order to
obtain an extensive career history, while it
was anticipated that research participants in
this age group were at the same time still
concerned with their career future. For the
purpose of research the participants’ ability
to articulate their beliefs in relation to their
actions was an additional criterion as
appropriate for exploratory research (Miles
and Huberman, 1994). In order to meet these
criteria individuals were chosen through
word of mouth. The researcher did not seek
to compare spiritually oriented people with
other groups. I do not want to imply that
those who do not have a spiritual belief are
not concerned with meaningful living, just
that they were not the focus of this study. The
purpose of this study is to investigate
whether a spiritual belief influences the
work behavior of those who do have a
spiritual orientation and the conclusions
should be read in this context.

Data analysis
First the career history was summarized to
include all career choices and transitions, the
reasons for these transitions, and how
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Study sample
R esea rch participa nts

Total sam p le: 16
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N ationality

9 N e w Z ealan d P akeha; 2 Ne w Z ealand M aori; 1 Ge rm an/ Sam oa n; 1 Am e rican ;
3 E nglish
A nglican (2); B ah a’i (2); B uddhist (1); C atholic (2); C hristian, n o p articu lar
d enom ina tion (2); Fo llo w er of G urum ai (1); H aa hi R angitu (1 ); Je w ish (1); M orm on
(1 ); Q uaker (1); S piritu al, n o p articular denom ina tion (2)
H R m ana ger (1 ); packe r sup erm arke t (1); trainer (2); m anage r (3); industria l
c haplain (1); system s m anag er (1); painter (1); oyster-fa rm er (2); prie st (1);
te ache r (1); busin ess o w ner (2)
8 m ales; 8 fem a les
A ll partic ipa nts w ere betw ee n 40 a nd 50 years old

R eligio n

O cc upation

G en der
A ge

various jobs were experienced, using the
research participants’ own words as much as
possible, and to bring in temporal order.
Next, significant characteristics and themes
within and across career histories were
identified by the researcher while each of the
research participants did the same. We
focused on ``valuations’’. Valuating entails an
active process of meaning construction. A
valuation is any unit of meaning that has
positive, negative or ambivalent value in the
eyes of the individual and includes anything
people find to be of importance in telling
their life stories (Hermans, 1992, p. 363).
Research participants and myself
compared themes. In the few cases where
there was no immediate agreement, the
interpretation of the research participant
was chosen above that of the researcher. This
process served both to elicit and name
emerging themes.
A second form of data was collected by
research participants keeping a diary on one
week of work describing feelings and events
and evaluating these based on their spiritual
beliefs. This served to ascertain whether
career meanings, as they came to the fore in
career history, were also reflected in day-today career experience, providing an
additional validity check. The diary content
was analysed by the researcher and research
participants using a similar method to that
described above.
In summary, a particular category was
formed when: the theme occurred more than
once in a particular story; the theme was
present in all stories and the diaries; the
theme had an active role in shaping career
behavior; the research participants
confirmed its importance and articulated
this in relation to their own spiritual
belief. The specific steps of the data
collection and the rationale behind them is
described more extensively elsewhere
(Lips-Wiersma, 2002).

Results
Each table has three columns. The first
column indicates the purpose, the second
column shows the spiritual beliefs that
inspire commitment to this purpose
(Battlista and Almond, 1973). The third
column adds an illustrative excerpt showing
the extend to which individuals have
fulfilled, or are in the process of fulfilling,
these purposes (Battlista and Almond, 1973).
A first major finding was that in spite of
their diversity, all research participants
articulated four common purposes of
``developing and becoming self’’, ``serving
others’’, ``unity with others’’ and ``expressing
self’’, thus regardless of religious/spiritual
background a common agenda is identifiable.
A second major finding is that individuals
make inter- or intra-role career transitions
when they can no longer enact their spiritual
purposes, showing that spirituality does
indeed influence work behavior. A third
major finding is that while research
participants desired to enact all these
purposes they were also concerned with
``maintaining equilibrium’’ between them.
For example, although enacting a purpose
such as ``serving others’’ is highly desirable,
if the person devotes too much time to
service, he or she neglects the equally valued
purpose of ``developing and becoming self’’
and is in danger of ``loss of equilibrium’’.

Purposes
Developing and becoming self
The excerpts in Table II show that
individuals who believe in the importance of
the purpose of ``developing and becoming
self’’ through integrity, personal growth and
self-knowledge make conscious choices in
relation to their work. At the same time
being engaged in work in itself mirrors back
the relative importance of this purpose
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especially when the work environment
changes. James finds that he could not work
with integrity in an organization that was no
longer aligned with his values, whereas in
Chris’ case the difference in spiritual values
means that he disengages from a part of his
work but still finds that on the whole his
work is worthwhile. He protects his own
integrity by ``trying not to get caught up in
the politics’’.
Furthermore individuals assess whether
their work provides them with opportunities
for personal growth. For example, Hannah
leaves a job where she does not feel she has
these opportunities any more. As individuals
gain self-knowledge or awareness they
choose more consciously organizations that
align with these values. For example, Hone,
as he gains more self-knowledge in becoming
aware of his cultural identity, moves towards
a job where he feels the purpose of the
organization is closely aligned with his own
identity and purpose in life.
Within all of the excerpts in Table II it is
clearly visible that the purposes are

articulated in the context of the organization
and individuals reflect on the conditions
under which these can or can not be
authentically enacted. For example for James
to enact his values he needs the
organizational purpose to be aligned with
these values. All excerpts in Table II show
that where this is not, or no longer, the case,
individuals often make career transitions.

Serving others
The purpose of ``serving others’’ is expressed
through positively contributing to the
working conditions of others within the
organization as well as working in an
organization that in itself contributes to a
worthwhile purpose (see Table III). Career
decisions, including declining a promotion in
order to continue to serve directly and
moving to a work environment where one
can serve more directly (as in Hannah’s case
who moved shortly after she made the
observation in Table III), result from
individuals identifying or prioritizing
this purpose.

Table II
Developing and becoming self
Spiritual b elie f und erlying the
com m itm e nt to ``develo ping and
bec om in g self’’
M ain tain ing integrity

``I don’t w ant to be w ashed aw ay by
othe rs’’, ``it is ab out resistin g the
pressure to co nfo rm ’’, ``it is about acting
out of m y o w n va lue s’’, ``I don’t w ant the
self to be sw allow e d up by the job ’’

Sam p le excerp ts from career histories on the effect of d evelo pin g
and be com ing self on career behavior
``In m y pre vious jo b, as m ana ge r of the cha plaincy services I playe d a
m ajo r role in the expan sion of the com pa ny. P eople patted m e on the
back sayin g this is good, but the co m pan y w as bec om ing a chea p
optio n to w ork w ith pe ople thro ugh re dun danc ies. I thought `crap, I’m
not accom plish ing anything anym ore’. I sta rte d to look for an other
job’’ (Ja m es, Am erica n-C aucas ian, C hristian, co-ordinator of an a id
organizatio n)
``I have a le vel of disco m fo rt a bout servin g cau ses or a ttitudes I do
not neces sarily subsc ribe to. A n exam p le of th is is a funda m entalist
Ch ristian a ttitudes of o ur m a nagers com ing through in d iscussio ns
around su pporting the gay c om m u nity or w hen the Prostitutes
Co lle ctive a pplie s for m oney, w herea s I feel th at w e are here to serve
th e needs of all groups . I try not to ge t ca ught up in the politic s of it
all’’ (C hris, follow er of G urum ay, m an ager pub lic service)

P erson al grow th

Se lf-kno w le dge
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``The h um an co nditio n is about grow ing,
it is a journey’’, ``the w orld is a plac e to
lea rn and disc over truths’’, ``scripture
nee ds to b e verified throu gh re ality for
perso nal grow th a s w ell as for evalu ating
the scripture’’

``I fe lt I w asn ’t grow in g any m ore, I w as stan din g still, and it w as
tim e to loo k aro und fo r an other jo b’’ (H ann ah, NZ -C auc asian, Je w is h,
traine r)

``U ndersta ndin g the m e tha t w as create d
by G od ’’, ``I w an t to m ake c onsciou s
cho ices ’’, ``it is abo ut w orkin g from m y
ow n uniq ue strengths and talents’’, ``if I
do not know m yself how c an I be of
ben efit to oth ers?’’

``I w as taught b y the o ld peop le. I know w ho I a m , w he re I com e from
and w h at I believe in . So in takin g this job I knew w hat I w anted to
achieve, I knew m y d uty w as to m arry our old M ao ri w ays an d
European w ays of d oing and be ing for the be nefit of bo th p eople. I
earn less here than I did in m y pre viou s job as su perviso r in a
com m e rcial o rga nization, but I w ant to be h ere as it gives m e a place
to stan d’’ (H one, M aori, H aa hi R ingatu , com m unity c entre
co-ordina tor)

``A fte r yea rs o f nursing an d giving to others, I started to loo k for a
job in w h ich I could e xtend m yse lf’’ (C aitlin, NZ -C auc asia n, B udd hist,
m ana ge r)
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Unity with others
Participants felt the need to share their
deeper values with others (see Table IV).
They do this by talking about what they do in
a more meaningful way. This does not mean
agreeing with each other, but rather
recognizing and articulating that deeper
values underpin collective action. Whereas
``sharing values’’ was felt to be a connection
of the mind, ``belonging’’ was felt to be a
connection of the heart. As is shown in
William’s story, the interdependence of
human being is closely felt. For the
individual to express what is meaningful,
there needs to be at least an immediate group
of workers who feel it is relevant and
legitimate to share these values at work.

Furthermore individuals want to care for
others in the workplace and know that they
are cared for as, in the words of Maria quoted
in Table IV, spirituality is expressed through
``the shared essence or bond that is created’’.
The examples below show that the purpose of
``unity with others’’ is articulated in the
context of the organization and the
conditions under which it can or can not be
authentically enacted. Again there is
evidence of both inter- and intra-role
transitions, with William becoming much
more engaged in his current work, once it
``became legitimate to express these
values’’ and Maria reflecting on an
organization she left, as ``there wasn’t anyone
she felt close to’’.

Table III
Serving others
Sam ple c om m en ts of belie fs abo ut the
im p ortanc e of serving others
``I w ant to create an en viron m ent in w hich
peo ple ca n be w ho le ± w here pe ople c an
survive, create, be happy’’, ``it is about
con tributing m y sh are to w hat I see a s
answ ering `that of G od ’ in pe ople, I nee d
to reco gn ise that and build it up’’; ``I need
to know th at I am involve d in doing
som ething that I ca n iden tify as being
w orthw hile ’’

Sa m ple e xcerpts from career histories on the effe ct of purp ose of serving others on career b ehavior
``After several years I beca m e the rep re se ntative fo r the un ion. I had a cha nce to m ove u p to
ca sh ier, but I decided tha t as a packe r I could b est se rve Go d and H is people by ensuring fair
w orking con ditions for all e m ployees, it is ab out justic e, soc ial justice’’ (Jo, B ritish-C auc asian ,
An glica n, pa cker in a su perm arket)
``W hen I reflec t o n the value s I w as raised , helping and volun tary w ork w a s very im po rta nt. After
ha vin g w o rked for no n-profit o rg anization s for a w hile, I am curren tly w orkin g for a com m e rcial
prod uction com pa ny. I enjoy the w ork, the challenge s a nd m y person al learning, b ut I do stru ggle at
tim e s a nd w on der how to get satisfaction if I c annot serve direc tly’’ (H a nnah, N Z-C au casian,
Jew ish, train er)
``I joine d a large consu ltanc y c om pa ny and this w as go od fin ancially, bu t it bec am e clear that I
co uld be he re year in year ou t do ing noth ing that particu larly a dded va lue , so I applied for a job as
H R m anag er in th e h ealth sec to r’’ (Jeff, N Z-C auc asian, C atholic, HR -m an ager in a hospital)

Table IV
Unity with others
Sam p le com m e nts of beliefs about
im portance of unity w ith othe rs

Sam p le ex cerpts fro m c areer histo ries on the effec t o f purpo se o f
unity w ith othe rs o n career beha vior

Sha ring valu es

``I w an t to be ab le to expre ss m yself to
others, a nd talk about the rea sons w hy
w e do w h at w e do in a m ore m e anin gful
w ay’’, ``acknow le dge that our beha vio rs
or o pinions are base d o n d eep er he ld
belie fs ’’

``The c om pa ny for w h ich I c urrently w ork w en t throu gh a chang e
proce ss a nd w e w ere enco uraged to articu la te ou r de eper va lues.
Values w h ich I sud denly re alise d th at I had ha d for a lon g tim e b ut
had b een hid ing in the context of m y pa id w ork. All of a su dden it
bec am e le gitim ate to ex press th ese valu es in the w orkp lace an d I
disc overed m any like -m ind ed so uls, w hic h is im porta nt to m e an d I
now actively lo ok for these peop le ’’ (W illiam , N Z -C aucas ian,
com p uter progra m m er, Q ua ker)

B elo nging

``I w an t to be involved in buildin g a
com m unity, and ex perien cin g trust,
com pa ssion, honou ring and c aring’’,
``being at ease w ith each o ther’’, ``strong
relationship s form a base to stand tall’’

``I enjoye d th e tim e in the m ona stery as they w e re ge nerou s an d
w a rm and it w as fam ily. I loved fittin g in to th e c om m u nity’’ (D avid,
B ritish , Anglican , part-tim e prie st/ part-tim e c ounsellor)
``In this w orkplace there w ere lots of u ndercurrents and bac kb itin g. I
did n’t ha ve anyo ne I w as re ally c lose to. It w as deva stating and I
had c onfirm ed w hat I knew intuitively: tha t the w ay peop le are
treate d b y m anage m ent and ea ch othe r is im po rtant to m e as
spirituality expres se s itse lf in a sha re d essence or bon d together’’
(M aria , Sam o an, ge neral spiritual b elief, c onsultant)
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Expressing self
The theme of ``expressing self’’ shows that
meaningful living is not devoid of agency (see
Table V). Creating, achieving and
influencing are perceived to be meaningful
extensions of the self. Participants were
actively looking for organizations in which
they could be creative whether it was directly
through making things or indirectly through
shaping their work environment. While
achievement recognized by others is
important to the research participants, they
also value a private sense of achievement
mirrored by their own standards of what is
worthwhile. This theme is very important in
traditional career theory as a determinant of
career choice and transition; the excerpts
below show that while it is important to the
research participants, there were fewer
occasions of career transition. This may be
because organizations are already
responding well to this career need or
because it is somewhat less important to
spiritually oriented people.

Loss of equilibrium
``Loss of equilibrium’’ is defined as a state of
being where one of the purposes is
influencing career behavior to the exclusion
of others and individuals perceive a tension
between ``self- and other-orientation’’ or
``being’’ and ``doing’’.

Self- and other-orientation
Jeff and William’s experience is common to
that of other research participants who
worked in not-for-profit organizations, where
they experienced tension between the needs
of self and those of others and found that
``serving others’’ often goes at the expense of
``developing and becoming self’’ or
``expressing self’’. Research participants
often addressed this by making career
transitions. Jeff starts his own consulting
business shortly after our interview whereas
William stops working for four months
before going to the next job:

Table V
Expressing self

C reatin g

Achieving

In flu encing
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S am p le c om m e nts o f beliefs ab out
im porta nce of e xpressing self

Sam p le exc erpts from ca reer histories o n th e effect of purpose of
expre ssing self o n c areer beh avior

``I enjoy c reatin g, som ething that has
c om e throug h m y o w n ha nds’’, ``it is
a bout le aving a m ark’’, ``th e hu m an act is
c re ative because it is an ac t of w ill’’,
``the inner m e need s expres sing a nd it is
im porta nt to find form fo r that’’

``C om pu ting has kept m y attentio n beca use it is c om bin ed w ith
m anufa cturin g an d I prefer to b e involved in ac tually contrib uting to
m akin g things’’ (W illiam , NZ -C auc asian , com puter program m er,
Q uaker)

``K now ing that I’ve don e w ell against the
stan dards is im po rtant. I kn ow I a m a t
tim es seduce d by the profession al w orld,
b ut the re is a w orth in being recognis ed
a s being com pe tent and ca pable in that
w orld. It seem s self-serving, but it
d epend s o n w hat I d o w ith it’’, ``I only
h ave on e life , I w ant to have a good sho t
a t it and b e th e b est I can be ’’

``I need to e xhibit m y w ork to test w heth er I still m ake valid
statem en ts. Valid to m e, valid to othe rs; it is im porta nt to stay in
kilte r w ith other painters. W hen yo u e xhibit people look at your
w ork, and if th ey are m oved they ring you u p, and if they w eren’t
m oved, the p hone stays silent’’ (M a rga re t, An glican , N Z -C a ucasian
pain ter)

``I se e m y role to lib erate others to get
o n w ith w hat their hea rts c ry ou t to do’’,
``I fin d it im portan t to use m y ow n
insights, learning a nd abilitie s tow ards
serving othe rs’’, ``it is abo ut know ing
th at m y life h as not been in vain’’

``I got w hat w as later called R SI a nd realized that there w ere m an y
othe rs in these laboring jobs w ho w ere also suffering. So I kept it
very m uc h before the noses of th e unio n and they be cam e very
aw a re. B y then I had bec om e an assertive person ’’ (Jo, An glica n,
B ritish-C auc asia n, packe r in a sup erm arket)

``I have been w orking on cre ating a cultu re tha t sup ports trust,
energy a nd enthus iasm . O n good d ays I ex perienc e a creative flo w ,
w he re I can see this o rgan ization as a rough piec e of w ood that
continuou sly need s scu lpting’’ (Jam e s, Am e rican-C auc asian , general
spiritual belief, co-ord inato r of an aid o rgan ization)

``The ea rlier years of se tting up the oyste rfarm w ere incred ib ly
difficult, the w ork is physica lly hard, w e w ere stra ppe d for financ es,
the children w ere going throu gh the ir teens, and I de cide d I didn ’t
really like w ater. H ow eve r I a m very prou d tha t w e hung in there , in
spite of the fac t that ou r faith w as often re ally tested’’ (C ath, N Z C auc asian, B ahaÂ ’õÂ, oyster-farm e r).

``M any of th e kids w ho w ork for us have n ever held a jo b befo re and
som e are qu ite irrespon sible . I plan to approa ch the gove rnm ent or a
loca l M P, w ith som e idea s ab out how to sup port em plo ym en t in ru ra l
areas ’’ (C ath, NZ -C auca sian, B ahaÂ ’õÂ, oyster-fa rm er)
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My work is quite stressful due to the sheer
volume of work and sorting through
resources to do the work and sheer
frustration of working in the health sector
because of totally unrealistic expectations of
shareholders and purchasers. So you end up
carrying on regardless because of
commitment, patients, staff, the community.
But it goes at a personal cost and is not
sustainable (Jeff, NZ-Caucasian, Catholic,
HR-manager in a hospital).
I had to get out [of community service]
because I was starting to get burned out. I
ended up doing nothing for four months
before I decided I wanted to work at creating
things (William, NZ-Caucasian, Quaker,
computer programmer).

Being and doing
Caitlin first changes career in order to
address the imbalance between self and
others but in her new job she perceives
another tension that research participants
frequently experienced at work, that between
``being’’ and ``doing’’. Work was regularly
described as an activity that did not leave
much time for reflection on self and process.
Bill echoes this:
After years of nursing and giving to others, I
started to look for a job in which I could
extend myself and where my achievements
would be recognized. I have since had various
management jobs. It has been a real battle
regarding work because I felt my identity is
so tied up with my ability to earn a wage, with
that recognition from the world, it is so goal
oriented, and I want to become more process
oriented, I want to be able to let go and
explore (Caitlin, Buddhist, NZ-Caucasian,
manager health service).
Being quiet and being contemplate are
attributes that lend themselves to
spirituality, while our work is often the noise
of phones, the demands of people and the
demands of time frames. I struggle with this
as it makes my work experience feel
distinctly different from my church
experience and I’d like to see more
integration (Bill, Mormon, NZ-Caucasian,
owner funeral parlour).

It was found that spirituality was not just
expressed through the enactment of a set of
meaningful life-purposes but also through
the process of maintaining equilibrium
between these and participants made career
transitions to maintain equilibrium.

Discussion and implications
In reviewing the literature on spirituality
and work we found that it primarily focuses
on the inner spiritual journey whereas
critical organizational culture primarily
focuses on the role of the organization in

enabling authentic expression of meaning.
The findings show that enactment of
spirituality is the result of a positive
relationship or interplay between the
individual’s spiritual quest and the
organizational environment in which this is
enacted. A common agenda is identifiable as
represented in the model below, regardless of
religious background, which enables the
organization to address spirituality without
the real and perceived divisive effects of
religion and takes away a major excuse for
not doing so. Most importantly, the findings
show that individuals make inter- and intrarole career transitions when they found they
could not, or no longer, authentically enact
their life-purposes and thus we can clearly
show that spirituality does influence work
behavior.
These are important findings in relation to
workplace performance as organizations are
generally concerned with retaining their
employees. Furthermore we saw in the social
responsibility literature, that the type of
employees that are making career decisions
on the basis of their values, are likely to have
the leadership qualities that organizations
are looking for. This raises the question of
what an organization needs to do or be to:
recruit or retain spiritually oriented people;
and once they are part of the organization,
draw on the range of individual and
organizational benefits purported in the
spirituality and work literature.
In the discussion that follows each of the
life-purposes of spiritually oriented people
that arose from this research will be explored
in relation to the organization and what it
needs to do in order to retain these
individuals and enhance their ability to fully
express their spirituality. The findings show
four categories of purposeful living that are
based on the individual’s belief about
meaningful living (espoused purposes) and
actively influence work behavior. The data
indicate that these purposes are
interconnected and that expressing one to the
exclusion of another, over a period of time,
leads to a loss of equilibrium between
``doing’’ and ``being’’ or ``self-orientation’’ and
``other orientation’’. ``Spiritual coherence’’
represents the beliefs that make the
individual committed to meaningful living
(Battlista and Almond, 1973). The findings
include traditional vocational career
meanings such as self-realization (becoming
and developing self) as well as the
contribution one’s work makes to others
(service to others) and offer two other
intrinsically driven work meanings of ``unity
with others’’ and ``expressing self’’. They
complement and draw together the various
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strands of literature on the deeper meaning of
work and add a more holistic perspective on
this important area of research. Bloch
suggests that the pre-occupation of career
theorists with interests and abilities has not
encouraged the bringing of deeper questions
of meaning into career practice as ``the
synthesis of decision making and action is
qualitatively different from the synthesis of
meaning-making’’ (Bloch, 1997, p. 191). The
findings that individuals address ongoing
tensions between ``doing’’ and ``being’’ and
``self- and other-orientation’’ partly address
this synthesis of meaning-making adding to
an integration of process and outcomes in
relation to meaningful work. The findings, as
presented in the model below, therefore
provide a holistic conceptualization of
meaningful work integrating different
themes and disciplines addressing ``the
subjective meaning of work and the passions
of `being’ at work’’ (Fineman, 1983, p. 144). In
order to assist the discussion section I include
a summary overview of the findings in Figure
1, which captures the categories of findings.

Developing and becoming self
A strong desire for integrity means that
individuals who express spirituality in their
organizations are discerning and make
conscious choices, rather than being hapless
victims of a controlling organization as

Figure 1
Summary overview of findings
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portrayed in some of the meaning of work
literature. Self-knowledge enables
individuals to articulate their life-purposes
and they are aware of when organizations, or
others within them, enable them to fulfil
these purposes or distract from these. If
personal purpose and organizational purpose
are no longer aligned individuals may leave
organizations or become disengaged. If an
individual locates an organization that
enables them to enact their personal sense of
purpose as well as their sense of who they
are, they commit to this organization or
choose for this organization. Furthermore,
the findings complement literature that
argues that the organization may ultimately
benefit, for the individual to fully develop
and become self (Hirschorn, 1997; Quinn,
1996; Vaill, 1996), showing that research
participants while wanting to develop new
skills, insights and abilities do not want to do
this in just any direction. The organization
therefore only benefits by the individual
``developing and becoming self’’ if personal
and organizational purpose are aligned,
otherwise individuals may leave or
disengage as a result of increased insight into
the self.

Serving others
Serving others within the organization
requires organizational support and
recognition for emotional labor and the
importance of employee well-being.
Individuals also assess how the organization
as a whole is serving others. For the
organization to enable this, a minimum
condition is that the organization does no
harm to customers, the wider community
and the environment. Beyond this however
the organization may need to ask itself what
it is contributing to the well-being of society.
``Much of our work isn’t necessary at all: it
makes nothing of value, contributes to
nothing essential, changes nothing, or does
so only for the worse’’ (Thorpe, 1998, p. 7). If
these organizations pretend to be anything
more than what they are, the individual may
display the alienating behaviors discussed by
Willmott (1993). At the same time it needs to
be recognized that individuals do not only
choose to express their spirituality in the
traditional not-for-profit institutions that
Ray (1986) referred to, nor can we expect
every organization to be able to make a direct
connection between its products and the
betterment of mankind. However to enable
individuals to express the purpose of
``serving others’’, at a very minimum, social
responsibility needs to be at the center,
rather than periphery of organizational
strategy. An open debate about the
possibilities and limitations of the
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If we wanted to create the conditions for
employees to experience ``unity with others’’
community building within the workplace
needs to be addressed. Individuals look for
signals in the organization to see whether it
is safe or legitimate to express their deeper
values in relation to their work. At the same
time, current writing on the future of career
paths, such as that on protean (Hall, 1996) and
boundaryless (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996)
careers suggests some eroding of work
communities signalling a future work
scenario of individualization of work (Beck,
2000). In relation to belonging we may
reconsider the instrumentalization of work
relationships towards organizational gain.
Kahn (1988, p. 40) suggests that current
theoretical frameworks that employ work
relationships as vehicles by which people
link with one another in the service of
organizational goals, ``reveal part but not all
of who people are at work ± they do not show
their desires to be with or away from others,
their longing to be noticed and valued, or
their despair at being ignored or isolated’’. As
individuals make emotional investments in
relationships would they not feel that they,
rather than the organization, are owners of
the work community? Another issue that
needs to be addressed in order to enable
``unity with others’’ is the high workloads,
politicking and backbiting that many
individuals are currently experiencing in the
workplace which are likely to inhibit
meaningful relationships with others.

Unity with others

Expressing self
The research showed that individuals were
least likely to make career transitions in
response to this purpose. This may be
because organizations already respond well
to this purpose as it has been at the forefront
of career and organizational practice. Thus if
an organization wants to create the
conditions for ``expressing self’’, it may want
to continue to stimulate individuals to be
creative and innovative. However, freely
expressing self requires a significant
measure of empowerment. While there has
been much discourse about empowerment,
the struggle to fully empower is increasingly
documented, with some indication that
individuals feel increasing powerlessness
and apathetic when considering the
influence they have on their organization
and society as a whole. Personal expression
cannot take place in organizations where
meanings are described and prescribed. As
one of the research participants said ``I
sometimes feel that people like myself are

working against the organization by
empowering others.’’ There is an extensive
range of motivational literature supporting
the individual and organizational need for
self-expression. At the same time the findings
seem to depart from this literature as
research participants’ careers are not only
animated by achievements that are
recognized by others and have monetary or
status rewards, but also achievements that
are meaningful by their own internal
standards, such as ``hanging in there when
one’s faith is tested’’. Research participants
do not want influence for its own sake, as for
them true agency is derived from (co)
determining what the influence is used
towards. For these individuals their
ambitions may and may not always dovetail
so nicely with that of the organization. To
enable authentic expression of self the
organization needs to be willing for the
employee to be empowered to the extent that
he or she can influence organizational
values.

Maintaining equilibrium
While it has been recognized that reflection
is part of good management practice, and the
need to balance ``doing’’ with ``being’’ is
increasingly documented (Vaill, 1996), the
reality for many is that organizational life is
speeding up and there is an increase in workrelated stress. An organization that wants to
create conditions for individuals to express
their spirituality needs to address its own
potential shadows causing ``loss of
equilibrium’’ and assess whether its culture
enables individuals to be with self
(``becoming and developing self’’) and with
others (``unity with others’’).
Enabling individuals to balance the
various purposes may have different
implications for profit and not-for-profit
organizations. Whereas many enter the
caring and education professions with a
strong sense of the purpose of serving others,
current restructuring has meant that
individuals in these professions increasingly
experience burn-out and subsequent
disillusionment. In these organizations
personal meaning-making has dovetailed
nicely with organizational needs, but
individuals are often not enabled to balance
service with self-development and selfexpression. In commercial organizations on
the other hand, the purpose of self-expression
dovetails nicely with organizational needs
for innovation and effectiveness, but
individuals are often not enabled to serve
others within the organization or in relation
to what the organization stands for. If
organizations want to create the conditions
for spiritually oriented people to express
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Conclusion and suggestions for
further study
The implications drawn from a study of this
size, with a very specific sample, in a field
that is saturated with subjectivity and
complexity, are intended to be tentative, to be
followed up by more extensive research. This
study shows that spiritual belief does
influence work behavior and therefore is
empirical evidence that spirituality is a
legitimate lens through which to re-assess
current organizational practices. Future
study needs expand the sample beyond the
limited, New Zealand based, sample of this
study. Further research is needed to
establish whether:
the common agenda stands up if the
sample is enlarged; and
whether the model presented in this paper
can be applied as a diagnostic model to
organizations to assess organizational
readiness to respond to spiritually
oriented people.
A question of a different nature is whether
organizations that enable individuals to
express their spirituality are better
performers in relation to all of the three
determinants of the triple bottom line. We
now know that spirituality influences work
behavior in relation to career transitions and
recruitment and retainment of quality
employees. However there are many other
performance indicators on which to do
further research in relation to spirituality. It
is also suggested that research is done to
compare career expectations of those with
and without spiritual belief to see whether
we can arrive at an agenda that meets the
needs of both parties. The author especially
advises for a future study to be organization
based to learn what individuals and
organizations need to do or be in order to
enhance ``developing and becoming self’’,
``unity with others’’, ``serving others’’,
``expressing self’’, the balance between these
and ``spiritual coherence’’ in a manner that
these do not just become techniques but
integrated ``with the passions of being at
work’’ and the sources from which these
passions are derived. A related research
topic is the possible role of career
management in enabling individuals to keep
these life-purposes alive.
The model presented in this paper appears
to be more holistic and process oriented than
various other contributions on the meaning
of work which may reflect the nature of
spirituality. This, in itself, would justify
doing further research into spirituality in the
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workplace. At this stage the jury is still out
on whether a focus on spirituality leads to
new management practices or the revisiting
of classic human relations agenda. However
we saw that many argue that this agenda
requires greater commitment. Spirituality
may breathe new life into the human
relations agenda or renew it altogether and
either way further study of the topic is
warranted.
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